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MINDRAMP’s Virtual Experiments
Over the years, MINDRAMP has experimented with a range of virtual distribution mechanisms.
Our goal was to get our message of Qualongevity, brain health and successful aging out to as
many people as possible, using whatever means possible. Of necessity, we favored solutions that
were cost-effective and required minimal investment in equipment.
These short descriptions of our virtual experiments may trigger your imagination and help you
conceive of virtual events that could work in your community.

The Virtual Cognitive Activity Design Project (VCAD)
This VCAD Training program itself is a useful case study that can help you consider what you
might want to build into your virtual activities.
o Multiple Virtual Platforms - The VCAD Project is designed to use a variety of virtual
platforms for both distribution and for accessing the materials:
o iPhones and Computers
o Web-based distribution: Websites, and Podcast apps
o Electronic distribution of printed materials
o Phone or Zoom/Skype discussion
o Different Learning Styles - It includes both audio and visual components that can be
used separately or in concert with each other. Visual learners can use the printed word.
Auditory learners can listen to the podcasts.
o Levels of Participation – A Short Guide summary of the VCAD approach is free and
available to everyone on www.mindramp.org. More in-depth documents (Guidelines
and Case Studies) are available for a modest fee. An ongoing membership subscription
option provides users with monthly updates, newly produced materials, and the sharing
of ideas and contributions from other participants.
o Various Access Options - The VCAD Project provides for, largely, asynchronous and
participation. That is, people can access written and audio whenever it is convenient for
them. Organizations that want to use the materials to host training or discussion sessions
have the option of providing asynchronous access or hosting live, facilitated sessions.
o An Ongoing Hub Activity - The VCAD training focuses on a single topic – creating
cognitively stimulating activities for older adults - that has multiple components. So, it
can be used to create an ongoing hub activity that provides continuity with variety across
an extended period of time.
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Phone Classes with Well Connected
For years, MINDRAMP has been involved with an organization called Well Connected
(previously, Senior Center Without Walls). Well Connected is a virtual community that stays
connected via telephones. Well Connected provides its community with a robust catalog of
classes and activities that are delivered over the phone.
For years, MINDRAMP has conducted free, interactive brain health classes through Well
Connected. Roger hosted an ongoing series called What’s New in Brain Health that reviewed
cutting edge brain health research in plain language. Roger and I, also co-taught classes on how
to use the MINDRAMP Method to promote healthy brains and sharp minds.
In addition to telephone communication, Well Connected makes use of the virtual
communication mechanisms of snail mail, emails and printers to supplement their phonedelivered courses and activities. A few days before each class, for example, MINDRAMP
supplied Well Connected with one or two handouts to accompany the upcoming class. Well
Connected mailed the handouts to community members without computers and used email for
those with computers. Participants could look at the printed page, look at the email attachment
on the screen, print a hard copy, or watch the live, zoom-based graphics on their computer.
Tips for Managing Virtual Audio-Only Activities
•

Muting and non-muting. It is very helpful for the host, or instructor, to have the capacity
to mute all participants. As a general rule, MINDRAMP started out classes with all lines
unmuted so that we could find out who was attending and to do some initial check-ins.
When we got to the more didactic parts of the class where Roger and I were providing
information, we muted everyone or, asked them to mute themselves. Then, after the
presentation segment, we would unmute again to take questions and comments.

•

Who is Speaking? – Without visual cues it is often hard to know who is speaking. It is
useful, therefore, to have participants (hosts and participants) say their names before
making a comment. “This is Michael. I wanted to ask . . .” At the beginning of a
presentation with multiple presenters, each presenter should say their name when they
start talking. “This is Roger. I’d like to follow up on . . .”

•

Questions, Comments and Answers – One challenge with audio only exchanges is that
here are no visual cues from the participants. You can see when someone is about to start
talking or indicates that they have a question. As a consequence, it is common that no one
says anything or , conversely, that two or more people start talking at the same time. The
more you can manage participation, the better the experience.
One technique we adopted was to start Q & A by taking names of people who wanted to
ask a question or make a comment. It is much easier to handle a single name than it is to
cope with overlapping conversations.
o Say your name and the subject of your question.
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o The host or instructor makes note of the names and topics, then calls on one
individual at a time. If there are overlapping questions, they can be grouped
together and dealt with at the same time.
o Some technologies, such as Zoom, have a chat function, or a “raise your hand”
function, that can be used to indicate the desire to ask a question or make a
comment.
•

Visual Components – Whenever visual materials are used in the presentation they must
be described in simple terms. Some of our Well Connected students were visually
impaired, and couldn’t see the handouts or the graphics on the zoom screen. One such
student gently reminded us of this fact and asked us to describe the visual information we
were referencing. As a general rule, don’t use visual information for an audio
presentation unless you can describe it easily and effectively.

Zoom Webinar Classes
MINDRAMP has been delivering webinar classes for years. Recently, for example, we have
presented a series of ongoing brain health classes for the members of Villages Oklahoma City
(VOKC). Using the Zoom platform, Roger in Portland, Oregon and Michael in Los Angeles,
were able appear together on screen in a meeting room in Oklahoma City.
The weekly brain health classes included back-and-forth presentations from Roger and Michael,
accompanied by image-heavy graphics on PowerPoint. Villages OKC always had a facilitator at
each class who managed questions and comments from the group.
We use Zoom, but other platforms life Facetime, Skype and Go-To-Meeting can work. In fact,
Well Connected has expanded beyond telephone classes and is using Zoom to providing video
and audio classes for students with computers.
The technical requirements for our presentations were a computer that could be hooked up to a
large screen tv screen or a video projector and its audio system. The image on the tv screen,
obviously, needs to be big enough for all participants to see, and the audio needs to be clear
enough for people to hear.
We discovered that participants could hear us without problem, because our voices were
amplified through the audio system. We had difficulty, however, hearing comments and
questions from the audience, because their voices were only being picked up by the computer
microphones. We got around this problem by having the facilitator gather questions and relay
them to us via cell phone, or by getting close to the computer and repeating the question.
Another solution was to equip the facilitator with a microphone so that participants questions and
comments were amplified and loud enough to be heard through the computer.
Tips for Managing Virtual Visual and Audio Presentations.
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o Test the Equipment – Always, always test the equipment in advance. We tested the
audio/visual a day or two in advance whenever possible, and then again, an hour before
the actual class was to begin. Something always goes wrong. Even when the technology
worked fine two days before, it wouldn’t cooperate on the day of the presentation. Often
the problem was that the on-site helpers couldn’t remember how to hook up the
equipment. It always got worked out but took time. Give yourself the time you will need
to get things working right.
o Tech Support - When possible, have a tech-savvy person on hand to figure out what isn’t
working and fix it. Or, better yet, to set things up properly from the get go.
o Simple, Visual Slides - Slides can be helpful if they supplement and amplify what you are
saying. They should use visual images to tell the story and use as few words as possible.
If you need to share extended text, or a complex chart, make it a handout not a slide. We
like to use funny images to instill humor into our presentations and classes.
o See Your Audience - It is useful, whenever possible, for the remote presenters to be able
to see their audience. If you are communicating with individual viewers in separate
rooms, they will be visible as little snapshots on the webinar screen.
Seeing your audience is trickier if you are broadcasting to a group. (Although, large
group settings are not likely to occur during times of physical distancing.) To see the
entire group, you can have the participating organization place a computer with a camera
in the front of the room, facing the audience. If the group receiving your webinar as two
laptops you can use one to feed the signal into their audio-visual system and the other to
provide a view of the audience.
o Brain Breaks – This is a teaching device we use with all our presentations. It is
particularly important when doing remote, virtual presentations. The human mind can
maintain focused attention for, at best, 15 – 20 minutes. Beyond that, the mind becomes
fatigued. Learning and absorption is diminished. To counter cognitive fatigue, work
regular brain breaks into the presentation to give your audience’s minds a chance to rest,
refresh and renew. Ask people to do something physical - take a deep breath, stand up
and stretch, shake out the tension that has built up from sitting. Tell a joke. Change the
subject.
o Practice in Advance – Running a smooth webinar presentation take some practice. You
may have your content under control, but find that you fumble with the equipment. So,
it’s a good idea to run through your webinars – using the technologies - before actually
doing them in front of your target audience. Set up a test run with a presenter and a
viewer and walk through the entire presentation. Have the presenter ask questions. Use
the chat function. Experiment with the available bells and whistles so that you are
familiar with them before you go live. Most virtual meeting platforms, like Zoom, have a
wealth of online tutorials and video lessons to help you learn the ropes.
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Podcast Discussion Groups
MINDRAMP is also experimenting with the use of audio podcasts as the centerpieces of virtual
discussion groups and workshops. We are now producing weekly podcasts that review the
components of the MINDRAMP Method for promoting brain health and mental flourishing. The
year-long series of “MINDRAMP Podcasts” will review the principles of promoting brain health
through behavior change and will lead people through the steps of developing their own
Qualongevity Action Plans. (MINDRAMP Podcasts.)
Podcasts are virtual audio events that can be played or downloaded on iPhones and computers.
Individuals can listen to the podcasts and do the training on their own, of course. But the
experience can be made richer by making it a group activity.
With VOKC, we are exploring the idea of developing virtual learning groups or discussion
groups that are facilitated by a Village OKC volunteer or staff person. The idea is to:
o Gather a group that is interested in learning about successful aging, brain health and
mental flourishing.
o The facilitator assigns a Mindramp Podcast for each participant to listen to on their own
time.
o The facilitator schedules a virtual meeting that is audio-only or that include both audio
and video.
o The group meets virtually at the designated time and the facilitator leads a review and
discussion of the podcast topic. The meeting could include a replay of the podcasts,
which run from 8-minutes to 15-minutes in length.
o Some platforms, such as Zoom, enable the host to make both audio and video recordings
of the meeting. This allows people who couldn’t join the live meeting to watch a
recording of the discussion.
The facilitators need not have any particular expertise in brain-and-mind sciences. Their primary
task is to encourage discussion and exploration of the topics that were raised in the podcast. They
can manage the discussion and suggest follow up activities. For example,
•
•
•

Someone might have an interesting question that needs further research. The facilitator
could suggest that a volunteer from the group could do some further research during the
week and report back to the group at the next session.
Facilitators might devise learning exercises to review the main points of the podcast and
to reinforce learning of core principles.
It might be fun and useful to assign study buddies who call each other during the week to
review the podcast and consider how it applies to their own lives.

MINDRAMP can also work with designated facilitators to provide them with resources materials
to deepen their understanding of the topics. If the facilitators are super enthusiastic, we also offer
training and certification in The MINDRAMP Method.
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MINDRAMP’s Mystery Dish© - Cabin Fever Edition
A VCAD Cognitive Activity for In-Room Dining
The Mystery Dish© activity is a repeatable and sustainable activity that uses food and the dining
experience to engage, or re-engage, the brains of older adults who – in normal times congregated regularly in communal dining halls. The Mystery Dish© activity was first developed
as part of a clinical trial1 that verified the effectiveness of MINDRAMP’s TasteAerobics©
program.
More recently, MINDRAMP has collaborating with award-winning dining service chef, Darin
Leonardson of Transformed Culinary Solutions, to reconceive this activity to address the needs
of our senior population who are isolated and must take their meals in their own rooms during
the COVID-19 pandemic.
Below is a step-by-step description of a VCAD activity that has been precision-designed for InRoom Dining.
Title of Activity: Cabin Fever Mystery Dish
Cognitive and Brain Health Objectives:
•
•
•
•
•
•

To deliver a cognitively stimulating group activity that respects the constraints of social
distancing.
To encourage residents to be more mindful and appreciative of the foods they eat.
To stimulate residents’ brains and minds by making the act of eating a special occasion
by injecting elements of mystery and surprise into the dining experience.
To stimulate residents’ gustatory and olfactory senses by encouraging them to slow down
and intentionally explore and savor each bit of their dish.
To give residents a common experience to talk about and a way to engage with staff.
To stimulate interaction among residents and staff and to encourage community bonding.

Description of the Activity:
The Mystery Dish activity uses paper messages that are delivered with in-service meals as the
mechanisms for virtual communication and interaction. The full activity spans three days.
•
•
•

1

Day One – The activity is announced, and instructions for the guessing game are
delivered on meal trays.
Day Two – The Mystery Meal is delivered along with a checklist of potential ingredients.
Day Three – The correct answers are delivered to participant.

MemAerobics: -- ADD rest of title , Journal of Mental Health & Aging, Vol. 9, No. 3 (2003)
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Day One - The activity starts (for residents) with the announcement of an upcoming guessing
game. Distribute a handout that explains the Mystery Dish and deliver it in advance of the dish.
The three days of the event can be spread out over the course of a week, for example, to expand
the anticipation and to prolong the engagement.
Here’s a sample announcement:
Attention All Tastebuds:
We plan to engage you and your brain in an upcoming game that is known as a “Mystery Dish”.
Tomorrow, (or, in a couple of days) you will be receiving an In-Room (Lunch/Dinner) delivery
with one item labeled “Mystery Dish”. You will receive a “Mystery Dish” checklist list of
possible ingredients. Your brain-healthy mission -- if you choose to accept it -- is to identify all
the actual ingredients used to create the dish, down to the tiniest smidgen.
1. Mindfully taste the Mystery Dish. Savor the flavors. Use your entire brain to see, smell,
taste, feel and even listen to uncover clues that will identify the hidden ingredients.
2. Review the check list of possible ingredients and check or circle the ones you believe
were actually used to make the Mystery Dish.
3. Keep your completed list because you will receive a list of the correct ingredients
tomorrow.
Day Two - During the designated meal, residents will receive a Mystery Dish and be challenged
to identify all of the ingredients used to prepare it. Along with the Mystery Dish, residents
receive a printed checklist of potential Mystery Dish ingredients. The list should include every
single ingredient used to make the dish, but also include other, bogus ingredients that aren’t
found in the dish.
If there are 9 to 14 actual ingredients, for example, the list should include between 15 and 25
possible ingredients. The contestants are told how many ingredients the Mystery Dish actually
contains.
Participants are instructed to save their answers so that they can check them against an answer
sheet that will be delivered the next day.
Day Three – Residents receive an answer sheet that lists the ingredients that were actually
included in the Mystery Dish. The answer sheet might also include interesting facts about the
ingredients or about the dish itself.
Resources Needed for the Activity:
•
•
•
•

The Mystery Dish itself
A Mystery Dish Instruction Sheet
A list of potential ingredients (the chef supplies the details)
A correct ingredient list delivered the next day or at a later meal.
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Designing the Mystery Dish:
The key to success is selecting an appropriate dish to prepare. The Mystery Dish should not be
too complex nor too easy. Soups and desserts are the most popular dishes. Items like potato
dishes and creative salads also useable when they include some unusual ingredients or spices.
Here is a sample “Mystery Dish”
Asparagus Soup with Lemon Cream (Don’t share the title with participants or you give away two
of the ingredients. )
14 Potential Ingredients
[ ] Asparagus
[ ] Italian Parsley
[ ] Butter
[ ] Marjoram
[ ] Lemon
[ ] Garlic
[ ] Sour Cream
[ ] White Pepper
[ ] Chicken Stock
[ ] Onion
[ ] Coriander
[ ] Celery
[ ] Basil
[ ] Salt

Eight Actual Ingredients:
[ ] Asparagus
[ ] Butter
[ ] Lemon
[ ] Sour cream
[ ] Chicken stock
[ ] Onion
[ ] Celery
[ ] Salt
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REVERSE-ENGINEERING EFFECTIVE ACTIVITIES
In this section we will focus on case studies of cognitively stimulating activities designed and
implemented by MINDRAMP co-founder Roger Anunsen when he was an activity director at an
Assisted Living Facility in Salem, Oregon.
To start, we will focus on The Drag Race, because it demonstrates a broad range of important
components found in effective cognitive activities. A word of caution. Don’t be intimidated by
the scope and complexity of this activity. Few activities are as elaborate as The Drag Race
event. Nor, do they need to be.
In fact, many of Roger’s best activities were quite simple and straight forward. After The Drag
Race, we examine Simple As a Sunrise, which is a good example of a simple, yet highly effective
cognitive activity.
While the initial CAD case studies did not involve virtual communications, they offer
foundational guidelines that can inform any kind of creative activity, virtual or not.
For each case study, we will include:
•
•

A description of the activity (text and podcast), and
An analysis of the activity that extracts the core techniques deployed by the activity (text
and podcast).

Note: In some cases, the podcasts are word-for-word readings of the text. In other cases, the
podcasts include material not covered in the text.
1. Listen to the podcast recordings in which Roger describes the case studies we have
selected to feature in this training.
a. As you listen, make mental notes of specific aspects of the planning,
implementation and/or afterglow stages of the activity that made the activity
effective, engaging and fun.
b. Consider how the techniques you identify might be implemented virtually.
2. Read the text description of the same activity and highlight key points. Jot down your
own notes and observations in the margin.
3. Then, listen or read our reverse-engineering of the activity case-study. By combining our
observations with your own, you will begin to construct an effective toolkit of techniques
you can use to construct creative activities that are fun, engaging and cognitively
stimulating.
Podcast #1: Listen to Drag Race Introduction
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Case Study: The Drag Race
Podcast #2: Listen to the Case Study: The Drag Race
Roger Anunsen describes the Drag Race Activity.
“One of the toughest nuts to crack was Carl Fiskitjohn. Carl was a Norwegian who had a bumper
sticker on his beat-up scooter that said “Ooftah!,” which in Norwegian means something like
‘Good Grief!’ Carl always ate alone, then scooted back to his room without talking to anyone. I
had to figure out some way to get John more involved with the community and it just came to me
one afternoon when I was serving lunch.
I set Carl’s lunch down next to him and said, “Carl. Do you know who Marge Curtis is?”
He said, “Don’t believe I do.”
“Well, she is sitting right over there in the Jazzy.” Now a Jazzy is the Cadillac of scooters
compared to Carl’s. Marge is a sweetheart of a lady who is just as outgoing as she could be.
He looked over at her and said, “I seen her.”
“You know what she told me,” I said. “She told me she could beat you -- in a drag race.”
He squinted back at her, then looked up at me and said, “I don’t think so,” then he scooted back
to his room. So, I wandered over to Marge’s table, made some small talk, then leaned over and
said to Marge, “Do you know who Carl Fiskitjohn is?”
“Sure I do.” said Marge. “He sits right over there at that table.”
“You know what he told me? He told me he could beat you in a drag race.”
Marge looked at me with a big grin on her face and said, sweet as can be, “Well . . . I’d like to
see him try.”
So all of a sudden we had ourselves a drag race!
The first thing we needed to do was to give the two contestants real drag racer names. We came
up with Carl “The Flash” Fiskitjohn and Marge “Queen of Speed” Curtis. We even recruited a
third dragster, Linda “True Blue” Truax.
Who was Linda? She was a double amputee, 50-something diabetic, two-pack a day smoker. She
came zooming up to me in her beat-up scooter when she heard about the race and said, “I want
in!”
So, what kind of a race did we have? We had the kind of a race that the lawyers and the families
would sign off on!
It was on a flat parking lot. But you can’t just say, “Go out and race!” You’ve got to build the
activity into a major event. You have to have a barbecue. You have to invite the families. You
have to invite the staff. You have to get all the residents involved and excited about the race. You
have to involve the community.
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We made posters and flyers that featured “The Flash”, “The Queen of Speed” and “True Blue.”
We invited the local kindergarten because you’ve got to have fans at a drag race. I even went to
the local Budweiser distributer where my son’s baseball coach worked and said, “We need
NASCAR racing paraphernalia!” We decked the place out!!
And of course, we let the local newspaper know about the event well in advance to make sure
that they sent a reporter and a photographer.
We even got earplugs. Why earplugs? Because, no drag race is perfect without the roar of an
engine! I called up the Woodburn Drag Strip, one of the few that is still in existence, just south
of Portland. Next thing you know we have a slingshot dragster -- no transmission mind you -that just sits in the parking lot but man, it has an engine that can still roar!
So, we had the race. I was the starter. I leapt into the air, waved a checkered flag and Carl,
Marge and Linda raced down the parking lot. Family, friends, residents and the kindergarten
class cheered them on and the folks from the newspaper took pictures and reported the events of
the day in the Salem Statesman newspaper.
Marge won! Marge was the champion, but Carl may have been the real winner. He came out of
his shell. He joined our ongoing MemAerobics class. He started interacting more with others.
What we had was an event that not only jump-started Carl’s brain, it also rippled benefits out to
everyone involved. The whole day was racing and excitement.
The day the race was covered in the newspaper, Carl called me over to his table. I thought he
was going to thank me for putting the race together and getting him into the newspaper.
I said, “Yes Carl?”
Carl looked up at me with his sourpuss face and said, “I want a rematch!”

Reverse Engineering “The Drag Race”
Below are some rules-of-thumb about effective cognitive activities that can be gleaned from the
The Drag Race case study.
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Milk the Activity
Focus on One Target Participant
Adult Play
Sensory Stimulation
Social Networking
Pit Crews
A Common Conversation
Free Publicity
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Milk the Activity
Podcast #8 – Milk the Activity
One of the most important take-aways from The Drag Race is the what I call Milking the
Activity. The idea is to extract all of the potential benefit you can from the activities you design.
Leverage all of the time, energy and resources you invest in the activity.
To fully “milk” your activity, it is useful to think of effective cognitive activities – virtual or
face-to-face – as having three important phases: 1) advanced preparation for the activity, 2) the
activity, 3) the period of “afterglow” that follows the activity.
To get the most benefit from the activity you should “milk” each one of these phases. Squeeze all
of the beneficial juice you can out of the advance time, the duration of the event and the period
after the event while people are still energized.
•

Advance Preparation – Most activities and events require some advance planning. You
can use this advance time not only for your preparation, but just as important, to build
anticipation and involvement within the community. Consider the preparation time as an
integral aspect of cognitive engagement. Recognize that anticipation alone has a positive
effect on our cognitive wellbeing as well as on the ultimate success of the activity.
Much of the pleasure we derive from an activity resides in the anticipation of the
pleasure we expect to feel in the future. We look forward to the event and get little
pleasurable “neurosquirts” of dopamine.
An extended preparation time will give you're the chance to motivate participation and
will increase the chances of getting robust and enthusiastic participation from the
community. Develop a strategy, complete with tactics and a time sequence, leverage as
much benefit as you can from the advance planning phase.

•

The Activity Phase – You will, of course, develop strategies and tactics to make the
actual activity and beneficial and engaging as possible. The, possible, new idea we are
introducing is that the activity strategy should be book ended with a preparation strategy
and a post-event strategy. Each strategy, or set of strategies, needs to flow one into the
other. Each strategy builds the overall impact of the total activity.
The Drag Race involved a number of interlocking strategies. Consider how Roger used
the environment to amplify the impact of the event. The race took place outside. The
parking lot was converted into a racetrack, complete with the sounds and smells and
hoopla associated with race day. There were fans and pit crews and cheerleaders.
All of these elements require planning and advanced coordination. Each element of the
activity required participation and cooperation from a different set of people. Each of
these support activities created investment in activity. Everyone was energized by
anticipation of the event and then had their role to play during the event.
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There was a nice inter-generational component to the Drag Race activity. The families of
residents were invited to involve the adult children of residents as well as grandchildren.
The local elementary school was invited to play the role of cheerleaders.
Consider how your activities can include intergenerational engagement. Keep in mind
that young people are often much more comfortable with virtual communication than are
folks who didn’t grow up in the digital age. During the coronavirus lock-down, children
are being home-schooled and parents are searching for ways to keep them engaged and
active. An activity, like The Drag Race, provides meaningful engagement for residents
and also for members of the surrounding community.
Older residents might be able to provide story-time for younger children reading books
over the phone, Facetime or Zoom. Teenagers might be enlisted to get your residents up
to speed on digital technologies. They could serve as technical consultants who are
willing to take calls from your residents when they have questions about their computers,
iPhones, iPads and how to use the latest communication apps. In the process, there might
be some wonderful intergenerational bonding that takes place.
•

The AfterGlow Phase – The original intent of the Drag Race activity was to pull Carl out
of his self-imposed isolation and to reverse his gradual withdrawal. An important goal of
the afterglow phase is to sustain and deepen whatever benefits were achieved during the
actual activity
And, the Drag Race activity was successful at “jump-starting” Carl’s brain. Just as
important, this jump start got Carl’s engines running and carried over into other parts of
his life. Carl came out of his shell and became more engaged with others in the
community. He even became a regular participant in Roger’s ongoing MemAerobics
classes.
There is an important point here. Once you have jump-started someone’s brain you have
to have mechanisms in place for them to sustain the improvement by re-engage with the
community. Roger’s weekly MemAerobics classes served this function. One Carl’s brain
was jump started, it was important to have a group activity he could join that provided
ongoing engagement and stimulation. Develop a full portfolio of virtual group activities
that people can join as they come out of their shells.
By milking the aftergow phase you will extend and prolong the positive feelings and
comradery that was generated by the event. Consider planning follow up activities that
use the momentum of the initial activity and takes it a step further. We recommend
ongoing brain health and Qualongevity classes that are a great next step for anyone, like
Carl, who has had his brain jump-started. Classes and activities that continue to focus on
promoting brain health and mental flexibility will keep Carl’s brain and mind in good
shape.
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Focus on One Participant
Podcast #9 – One for All
Roger’s most successful activities focused initially on a single individual. This may seem counter
intuitive. You need to design virtual activities that involve the entire community, don’t you?
Well, No and Yes.
You create a compelling activity by tapping into the unique passions, needs and characteristics of
one individual and then use your creative imagination to figure out how to involve the larger
community.
If you try to create an activity that addresses the unique needs and interests of everyone in the
community, you will drive yourself crazy and end up pleasing no one. The activity will be
diluted and fractured and will end up being lifeless.
With the Drag Race case, Roger felt that Carl Fiskitjohn was languishing because he was isolated
from the rest of the community. So, even though Carl was surrounded by people, he – for
whatever reason – isolated himself. He was probably lonely and felt separated from his “tribe.”
Isolation, languishing and loneliness put Carl in danger of being sucked into a downward spiral
of decline that would undermine his physical health and his psychological wellbeing.
So, the entire activity was grounded in the objective of getting Carl reconnected with the
community. But Roger didn’t do this by saying, “Carl, you really need to get out and socialize
more.” Carl was a crusty loner who wasn’t going to respond to encouragement to “be sociable.”
But he did respond to a challenge. It was a playful challenge that gave him the opportunity to
show off his trusty scooter and to display his awesome driving skills. It was an activity that
enable him to maintain his self-image as a loner but moved it into a social context. To
participate Carl didn’t really have to interact with anyone. All he needed to do was get on his
scooter and drive it faster than Marge drove hers. Roger was able to tap into some source of
inner passion within Carl that got him motivate. We will talk more about how to identify these
inner passions a bit later.
Once Carl was engaged, Roger gradually involved the rest of the community. First, he got Marge
to agree to join the race. Roger knew that Marge was outgoing, sociable and was likely to enjoy
proving that grumpy Carl couldn’t beat her in a scooter race. This was matchmaking in a sense.
Then Linda “True Blue” Truax wanted in on the action. There were now three invested
contestants.
The race wasn’t to be held in private. Roger expanded the concept and made a grand,
community-wide event, one that even extended beyond the walls of the community.
Observers, audience-members, members of the peanut gallery all get involved in their own way.
Their emotions, thoughts and even their bodies were involved through the act of observing or
even just hearing the sounds of what is taking place.
There is interesting research suggesting that we all have mirror neurons in our brains. Mirror
neurons might be called “empathy brain cells.” They help us to feel what other people are feeling
and to get a sense of what other people might be thinking. When we watch other people doing
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things, these mirror neurons activate regions of the brain that mirror what the other person is
doing. When observers watched Carl, Marge and Linda climb into their racing scooters, their
mirror neurons initiated minute impulses that simulated the same leg movements in their bodies.
The observers felt what Carl felt as he bent his troublesome knee and adjusted his posture to
minimize his back pain. When they saw Carl take a deep breath in preparation for the starting
gun, they felt some of Carl’s nervousness and excitement.
How can we activate these mirror neurons and this sense of empathy and connection with each
other when we are confined and isolated in our own rooms?
Keep in mind that we learn about each other and communicate through the combined efforts of
all of the senses. If vision is taken away, we rely more heavily on sound. We interpret how
people are feeling and get a sense of what they are doing by listening to the tone of their voice.
So, when people can’t see each other we should design our virtual activities in the same way that
we would design activities for with people with visual impairment. This is nothing new for you.
You just have to put yourself in the position of the person with visual impairment and imagine
how they can use sound to get the richest and most fulfilling experience.
There are an array of technologies that enable people to see and hear each other remotely and in
real time. The challenge is getting your people up to speed on - and comfortable with - tools like
Facetime, Skype and Zoom.
Take-Away - Create your virtual activity for a single person, then figure out how to engage the
entire community.

Adult Play (aka Fun!)
We mentioned above that Carl was probably motivate by the playful challenge. “Marge says she
can beat you in a scooter race,” was Roger’s invitation to play. With “I don't think she can,” Carl
accepted the challenge. The game was on!
There is robust research literature about the benefits of play. In fact, child development experts
now believe that spontaneous play among children is far more stimulating and productive than is
structured play.
Human beings are hard-wired to learn through experience. Play is the way children explore their
world, their interactions with others and the way they begin to understand their own limitations
and capabilities. In the animal kingdom, play among young mammals tends to end at puberty.
Wolf pups will wrestle and bite at the neck of their den mates, but never really draw blood. But
when the pups come of age and it is time for them to hunt for real prey, the constraints on their
attacks are taken off. They bite to kill. The time for play has passed.
In human beings, however, the impulse to play never dies. The capacity for play is probably
retained because the need to learn and develop persists throughout our lives. Human beings
survive and thrive not through brute force but through creative thinking. The human brain has an
unquenchable thirst for knowledge. Yet, while the capacity to play remains throughout life, the
impulse to play is too often suppressed by misguided ideas about age-appropriate activities.
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I consider the arts and sports to be forms of socially acceptable forms of adult play. We are
attracted to these activities, we get joy from them, because they are good for us. Our brain is
hard-wired to reward activities that enhance our ability to survive and adapt. Both the arts and
sports provide this kind of nurturance for our bodies and minds.
Take-away – Never underestimate the powerful pull of play, not the benefits of playful
engagement with others. We love activities that have general rules and guidelines that reinforce
cooperation while at the same time, offer the opportunity to improvise and demonstrate our
fitness.

Sensory Stimulation
The drag race was filled with elements to stimulate and excite the senses. There were scores of
new faces to look at, including children, families and friends. The smells of the BBQ filled the
air. The purr of the electrified scooters was supported by the roar of a race car engine. Children
cheered, crowds laughed and rooted for their favorites.

Social Networking
Linking Hubs - The science of social networking investigates, among other things, how social
networks grow. One dynamic of social networking is the linking of “social hubs.” A hub is a
tightly knit group, such as a couple, a nuclear family, a softball team or a work crew. Some hubs,
like the softball team, only come together at game time, but they nevertheless forge strong bonds
between the members.
Members of Hub #1 have so-called “strong links” with each other. They may also have so-called
“weak links” with members of Hub #2 and Hub #3. Social networking grows and expands when
bi-directional weak links are used to exchange information between two or more hubs. Once
linked, information flows back and for the between Hub #1 to Hub #2, enriching both. With each
new link to a new hub, the network grows, and the flow of information becomes more diverse
and robust.
Consider how the Drag Race stimulated social networking within the home community and even
extended outside its walls. Each weak link connection spread the excitement, involvement and
fun in every expanding ripples of involvement through hubs around the larger community. The
activity started with a focus on Carl but resulted in the forging of a vast social network that
affected hundreds of individuals.
Families – When you involve residents’ families in your activities, you expand the benefits to the
family hub. The family, in turn, may share the information with hubs with which they are
connected. If children are involved, news about the fun things grandma and grandpa are doing
may spread to their hubs, fostering greater inter-generational exchange and understanding.
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Online Social Networking (Virtual Networking) – Consider how you can make use of social
networking platforms such as Facetime, Twitter or Instagram to expand the beneficial impact of
your events.
•

Facetime - Do you have a Facetime group of residents’ families? You can increase your
chances of keeping in touch with all your residents by expanding and diversifying the
modes of contact you have with them. You could reach all your residents by sending a
single message to the Family Facetime group and asking each family to share the
information with their loved one. This is not only efficient it also encourages contact
between the family and the resident.

•

Instagram – You can share photos and videos of events with residents, their families and
the entire network through Instagram.

•

Text Messaging – You could send text messages (with permission) to families about
activities you are conducting within your community and suggest ways they might
participate or follow up with their loved one’s in your community.

Pit Crews
The idea of creating “pit crews” for each of the racers in The Drag Race is a good example of
using social networking to expand the impact of the event. Every time a new person became
involved in the planning and implementation of an event, there was exponential growth of an
engaged network. Marge has Mable as her pit crew boss. That’s two people. Marge gets excited
and at her bridge club, she shares the story with three new people. Now the network has grown to
5. If each one of the 5 shares the excitement with two other people, the network grows to 10, and
so on.

A Common Conversation
Some of us remember when there were only three television stations and, often, only one
network that was available in our hometown. The nightly news and the Johnny Carson Show
were national events. Everyone in the country (who was watching tv) watched the same
entertainers, heard the same jokes and got the same news. Conversations around the dining room
table or the water cooler all focused around the topics that were raised by Walter Cronkite the
night before. There was an assumption that we were all operating with the same set of facts.
These days the national conversation is fractured and disjointed. A well-designed activity that
creates a vibrate social network can serve to reconnect people shared experiences. By creating a
common conversation, the event brings people together and gives them something to talk about
other than politics, the weather and the organ recitals of medical complaints. The ongoing
conversations about the event create afterglow benefits for the residents, but also to all of the
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networked people with whom you have managed to connect.
Free Publicity
By arranging for press coverage, the ALF got a valuable infusion of free publicity. Using local
media expands the networking out to the larger community of readers. Each reader is a member
of their own set of multiple hubs and may communicate positive impressions about the activity
and the organization that sponsored it.
An article that appears in the local paper is also a tangible reminder of the event. I can revive the
memories of the event and encourage participants and audience members alike to reminisce and
revive positive feelings about the event. The trophies the three racers received became prized
possessions that were treasured for the excitement and joy they represented.
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Case Study: As Simple as a Sunset
Podcast #10: Case Study – As Simple as a Sunset
Often a group activity is best when it is kept simple, as simple as watching a sunset.
Roger describes how he developed an activity around watching the sun set.
“During one of my MINDRAMP MemAerobics sessions involving EyeAerobics, I (Roger)
asked about memories of seeing a sunset. After hearing several recollections about romantic
tropical islands, mountaintops and coastlines, I asked each member of the group to recall when
they last watched a sunset. The answers were "a few days ago", "last week", etc. But when I
challenged them to think of when they REALLY stopped everything and paid full attention to a
sunset, most agreed it had been years or even decades.
We needed to watch a sunset.
I scouted the area for a location that faced west, was out of town but less than 30 minutes from
Salem. It had to have a flat area to accommodate walkers and the all-important access to an
indoor restroom. I found the spot at the Ankeny Wildlife Refuge. I placed the event on the
calendar and set the time to leave at one hour before sunset. But I wasn’t content with watching
just any sunset. To ensure that it would be memorable, I scheduled our sunset watching for the
longest day of the year, June 21st.
The sign-up sheet filled quickly. The bus left at 8:20 p.m. with the sunset due at 9:23 p.m. We
set up a row of folding chairs facing the horizon and settled in to watch the sky work its way
through the color spectrum. The magic of our sunset watching was captured by a newspaper
photographer and reporter. The photo was featured in the Salem Statesman-Journal with a story
about the group "basking in the summer solstice." The group did not want to leave that hilltop.
They were riding a wave of quiet enthusiasm stimulated by the sounds, smells and sights of the
long evening they shared with each other.
The only way to end this event, of course, was to promise a late evening stop at BaskinRobbins.”

Reverse-Engineering Simple as a Sunset
Podcast #11: Simple Pleasures
The objective of your activities need not be earth-shaking or fraught with psychological import.
Sometimes the most effective programs are very simple and straightforward. These simple
activities often involve connections with nature, like the simple sunset and the moon rise.
The power of these simple activities probably derives from a number of important factors that
merit some discussion. I’d like to discuss Mindfulness, Awe and the act of Making Special.
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Mindfulness
The first factor is mindfulness. Mindfulness is the act of being fully present in the moment. It
involves paying attention to what is happening in the here and now, without reference to the past
or projections into the future. When you are being mindful you are managing what I call mental
time travel. This is a mental discipline in which you train yourself to recognize when your mind
is wandering off into a recollection of past events or is looking forward to the future.
Too often, when we time travel in this way, our minds gravitate towards negative mental states.
We ruminate about past events that didn’t go the way we wanted. Our projections into the future
are too often filled with anxiety and nervousness about what is to come and concern about how
we will cope with the unknown.
So, one benefit of mindfulness is that it grounds us in the present and frees us from the negative
mental states of rumination and anxiety. Physical exercise diminishes negative mental states for
this very reason. The exertion needed to do aerobic exercise focuses the mind on present needs.
Our mind has neither the time to dwell on past failures nor the energy to anticipate future
disasters.
Being mindful about the wonder of a sunset does the same. By surrendering yourself to the
moment and immersing yourself in the present, you can leave the past behind and allow to the
future to unfold as it will.
By bringing your attention into the present, mindfulness helps you to recognize and appreciate
wonder and beauty that is frequently overlooked and taken for granted. “A tree? Yeah, yeah. I
see trees all the time.” But each tree, when you really look at it, is a kind of miracle. Sunsets and
sunrises happen all of the time. But how often do we take the time to fully indulge in their beauty
and allow ourselves to be awed by their grandeur. How often do we pull up a chair and take time
to let a sunset evolve through its full life cycle?
When I lived in Santa Crus, California I loved to visit the tidepools on the water’s edge.
Tidepools have a certain still beauty that captures the eye. At first, my attention was easily
captured by the dramatic crash of the surf across nearby rocks. But with these cursory
examinations of the tidepools I only saw the gist of the tidepool.
I learned that, given time, the tidepool would reveal itself. Gradually, it becomes clear that each
tidepool is teaming with life and activity. Tiny fish dart in and out of the rocks. The seemingly
inert anemones are in fact engaged in a constant slow-motion dance waving their tentacles gently
through the surrounding water to capture bits of nourishment. Tiny snails creep over the rocks.
With mindfulness you give yourself the time to dedicate your undivided attention to specific
aspects of your world that you normally take for granted. You give the object of your attention
time to reveal itself in its full complexity and uniqueness. Roger called his engagement
techniques MemAerobics. He didn’t realize at the time that he was teaching a form of
mindfulness.
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The MemAerobics activities were like aerobic exercises for attention and memory. They were a
workout for the mind. One of our favorites is TasteAerobics, in which Roger teaches people how
to slow down the process of eating so that they can savor each mouthful and really experience
the tastes, smells and textures of their food. We too often gobble our meals mindlessly, without
giving them the attention they deserve. Roger didn’t know it at the time, but he was inventing
mindfulness exercises that reawakened people’s appetites by increasing their intentional
engagement with the process of eating.
Work mindfulness into your activities and infuse simple activities with the power of wonder and
awe.

AWE
Awe is the spine-tingling, jaw dropping, mind-expanding feeling we experience when exposed to
things too vast and overwhelming to comprehend. The grandeur radically expands our
boundaries of possibility. Awe is at once liberating and humbling. Compared to the vast wonder
of the universe our little lives, our petty complaints and trivial tribulations, seem insignificant.
But rather than diminish us, feelings of awe link us to vast mosaic of existence and make us
whole. We recognize ourselves as integral components of this vastness. Awe dissolves the
defining boundaries of Self and allows us to blend into and merge with the fullness of nature.
Historically, awe has been associated with fear, dread and foreboding. Our ancestors were awed
by the terrible and mysterious power of the gods, by the awesome might of a raging river, the
thundering power of a waterfall or a stampeding herd of buffalo.
Dacher Keltner is a well-known positive psychologist. In his book Born To Be Good: The
Science of a Meaningful Life, Keltner devotes an entire chapter to the subject of awe. He quotes
the Oxford English Dictionary definition of awe, which defines awe as “dread mingled with
veneration, reverential or respectful fear; the attitude of a mind subdued to profound reverence in
the presence of supreme authority, moral greatness or sublimity, or mysterious sacredness.”
Dread, fear and submission characterized historical feelings of awe.
Today we associate awe with more pleasant and uplifting feelings. As Keltner notes, “The state
has been transformed from one that centered upon fear and dread to one of reverence, devotion
and pleasure.” Perhaps it is a sign of the gradual progress of civilization and a maturation of the
human mind that we derive pleasure rather than dread from what is mysterious and
overwhelming.
Keltner, with his colleague Jon Haidt, analyzed the varieties of awe and categorized the types of
situations that seem to consistently elicit feelings of positive awe.
One category is Social Elicitors, meaning we can be awed by people. We experience awe when
we are in the presence of a powerful leader or when we feel that we have had an encounter with
God. We feel awed by people who possess extraordinary skill, such as a brilliant musician or
gifted athlete. We feel awe when people demonstrate great virtue.
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Another source of awe is Physical or Natural Phenomena, such as powerful storms, tornados and
floods. (These still fill me with dread. But I see the point. It is exciting and awesome to stand in
the middle of a powerful thunderstorm and feel the pounding of the rain and roar of wind
accompanied by the percussive crashes of thunder and the electric flashes of lightening.) We are
awed by natural vistas, like the Grand Canyon, the vastness of the ocean, the power of powerful
surf, an expanse of mountain ranges. We are awed by human-made structures like vaulted
cathedrals and incredible feats of engineering like skyscrapers and suspension bridges. We are
awed by inspiring music.
The final category listed by Keltner and Haidt is Cognitive Elicitors. We can be awed by great
ideas, by inspirational myths, and by grand scientific theories. We are also awed when we are
struck by an epiphany, a seemingly sudden clarity of mind when what was once mystery
becomes insight and understanding. We can, in other words, be awed by the working of our own
minds.
So, the simplest activity can have a huge impact if it engages our mindfulness and taps into
powerful feelings of awe.
Use these two conditions (mindfulness and awe) as spurs for creative thinking. To cover
mindfulness, imagine activities that encourage rapt attention to one form on sensory input. For
example, concentrating deeply on a single piece of music, listening for nuances of tempo, timbre,
and pitch. Or, consider studying a single painting to analyze the artists use of shape, line,
shadow, and texture.
What conditions elicit feelings of awe in your residents? How might you recreate these
conditions given the constraints of social distancing? There’s a creative challenge for you! The
process of imposing constraints on yourself is a terrific creative technique. It forces you to think
outside the boundaries of normalcy and to venture into unexplored territory .

Making Special
A final thought on the topic of simple activities.
Ellen Dissanayake explores the evolutionary purpose of art. She asks why human beings engage
in artistic activities when activities like music, painting and theatre seem to use up a lot of energy
without serving any adaptive purpose.
In her book What is Art For? Dissanayake argues that making art is the act of making things
special. And, by making things special, we give them the mindful attention require to learn their
secrets and to conquer their intricacies.
Think about that for a minute. What is mindfulness but the process of paying close attention to
what is right in front of us and making it special. With mindful attention, what was taken for
granted is transformed into something awesome, mysterious and majestic.
Why look at trees? A tree is a tree. Seen one, you’ve seen them all. But no. An artist puts a frame
around one specific tree and forces us to pay close attention to the unique details of this
singularly brilliant expression of arboreal excellence. The artist invites us to be mindful about the
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world around us. She invites us to see the world through her artist’s eyes, to hear sound
organized in selected patterns and sequences. Artists make the world special for us.
We invite you to bring out the creative artist in yourself. Create and design virtual cognitive
activities for you residents that make their worlds special. In fact, you don’t have to make
people’s worlds special. They already are special. We just get caught up in daily routines and
forget to pay attention to the wonder that surrounds us. Your job as a creative artist is to design
virtual, cognitive activities that help residents remember the specialness of their past lives.
Create activities that help people see that their current lives, in spite of all the challenges, are still
filled with wonder, awe, pleasure and joy. Create activities that teach people to prioritize
positivity and optimism so that they can anticipate a future that will continue to be awesome

Podcast #12: Savoring
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Case Study: Hiram Lifts Off
Podcast #14: Case Study: Hiram Lifts Off
Roger describes how he learned about Hiram’s rich history as a pioneer of aviation.
“Hiram was 93 years old when he arrived at his new home in our assisted living facility (ALF) in
Salem, Oregon. I (Roger) learned that Hiram had been widowed for some time and had moved
from the California coast to Sequim, Washington where he had comfortably settled in with his
daughter. When his daughter unexpectedly died, his granddaughter Michelle, and her physician
Chuck, promptly moved Hiram to Salem. Even though the ALF was near Michelle’s home,
Hiram didn’t know anyone at the facility.
It was clear that Hiram had serious hearing challenges. He was very pleasant but was withdrawn
and seemed to have lost his life's purpose. As always, my goal was to connect with Hiram and
then to find a way to connect him with this next chapter of his life at our ALF. I needed to find
ways that Hiram could establish social and cognitive bridges with his new community.
My first real connection with Hiram happened when I was leaving the building just before 8 p.m.
and noticed him alone in front of our new big-screen TV. His eyes were riveted to a Mariner
baseball game so I watched for a moment and then asked if I could join him.
“Sure!” was his lightning response.
Through the next couple of innings, our small talk revolved around baseball and I learned that
Hiram LOVED the game. Hiram became quite animated as he told me that he played ball in
college at Texas A & M and that in 1928, he had signed a minor league contract to play
professional baseball with the Beaumont Exporters in the Texas League. While Hiram’s pro
career spanned just that single season, his face lit up when he told me stories about his roommate
that summer.
It was Carl Hubbell! Hubbell left the Beaumont Exporters in July when he was signed by the
New York Giants. “King Carl,” as Hubbell would be called by the press, baffled hitters for 16
years with his famous screwball and went on to be elected to the Baseball Hall of Fame.
As I left, I was sure that I had established a “talking point” that I could deploy in the future.
Soon, I was able to entice Hiram to listen to one of our MemAerobics sessions from our "Peanut
Gallery." Using a "Who's the Most Famous Person You’ve Ever Seen" activity, I was able to get
Hiram involved.
To my surprise, however, his answer was not Carl Hubbell. The most famous person Hiram had
ever seen was “Sir Edmond Hillary.” After batting a modest .175 for the Exporters, Hiram saw
an adventure waiting in the air and learned to fly. His skill and passion for flight soon took him
to his next adventure as a young pilot flying in China. Pan Am’s China Clipper service had
opened the Far East to the emerging airline industry. Hiram thrived with Pan Am during the
1930s, meeting Pearl S. Buck, helping Lt. Gen. Chennault and the famous Flying Tigers and
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being asked to fly Sir Edmund Hillary’s climbing team around Mt. Everest as they charted their
options for a hoped-for conquest of the world’s highest mountain.
The baseball connection and that “Most Famous Person” activity ignited a spark in Hiram that
led to a cascade of recollections. These fascinating memories became the focus of an educational
event I created to enable Hiram to share details about his experiences with the entire community.
As Hiram talked about his aviation adventures, his own spirits took flight. He was the center of
attention and with his granddaughter at his side, Hiram provided eye-witness accounts to history
as well as insight and forecasts for the future of the emerging China. Hiram's image in the minds
of his new neighbors was changed and it is likely his image of himself was altered as well.
After the event, we helped sponsor a nearby Little League team. Hiram, along with others from
the ALF, attended several games and stayed involved with these youngsters’ baseball efforts.”

Reverse Engineering Hiram Lifts Off
Podcast #15: Hiram & Memory Mining

Jump Start
The core concept in this type of activity is to design a tailored "jump start" for brains that, for
whatever reason, have stalled and become disengaged. The key is to use emotionally charged
memories that, when recalled, evoke a whole spectrum of positive feelings. With Hiram, the
jump-start revolved around his recollections of his life as an aviator. This approach helped
Hiram reconnect with an emotionally significant time of his life and to use that rekindled passion
to forge meaningful connections in the present.

Memory Mining
Many of Roger’s most successful cognitive activities are built around powerful memories. With
Hiram, the jump-start activity was built around his career in aviation, but the initial memory
mining got started when Roger acknowledged and participated in Hiram’s love for baseball.
Conversations about baseball got Hiram’s memory machine working and gave him and Roger a
comfortable subject to talk about. As the bond grew, Hiram felt comfortable sharing other
recollections about aspects of his life that were rich with meaning and emotional power.
It is frequently through these memory mining conversations that you unearth the emotional hot
spots that can fuels the creation of truly meaningful activities.

Autobiographical Reminiscences & Events
Podcast #16: Hiram & Autobiography
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Often, jump-start activities can become the basis for positive autobiographical reminiscences.
Reminiscences can be valuable and uplifting for an individual, but they can also become the
focus of group activities. As Roger did with Hiram’s recollections about his adventures as an
aviator, you can turn robust and meaningful memories into powerful, cost-effective and creative
activities.
In Hiram’s case, the activity was an educational event in which he shared his inside knowledge
of aviation and talked about the airline industry’s move into the far East. The event not only
reconnected Hiram with a positive self-image, it also provided a service to the community and
helped audience members discover a significant side of Hiram that had previously been hidden.
Every conversation or interaction you have with a resident can be an opportunity for memory
mining. Often, a casual remark, or a well-placed question will trigger a memory of the resident’s
past life. Encourage them to elaborate and tell a story about the memory. Ask open-ended
questions that stimulate further discussion (i.e. avoid questions that can be answered with a Yes
or No). Often these recollections reveal aspects of resident’s lives and their personalities that you
knew nothing about.
Record what you have learned through your memory mining. Perhaps keep a file on each
resident where you collect important bits of information about their lives. Note their likes and
dislikes, record anecdotes that reveal significant events in their lives. You are looking for
memories that trigger deep emotions, even passion. What recollections really evoke an emotional
response? What are they talking about when their eyes light up and their voices tremble with
excitement? These little tidbits of charged information are the clues you are looking for. They
will give you the hook you need to structure an activity that will be deeply meaningful for this
person and is likely to resonate with others.

What Was Your First . . .?
Roger often uses questions that begin with “What was your first . . . [fill in the blank] to do some
memory mining.
•
•
•

What was your first telephone number?
What was the first car you owned?
What was your first plane ride?

Another favorite is “Who is the Most Famous Person You Have Ever Seen?” Roger has a grab
bag of simple group exercises like these that he can pull out and use on the spur of the moment.
Sometimes these questions lead to full blown reminiscences and activities. At other times, they
serve as an effective “brain break,” a diverting change of pace that refreshes the mind. (This kind
of memory game won’t work, of course, for people suffering profound memory loss.)
By asking this type of question, and by just being curious about Hiram’s life, Roger learned
about Hiram’s fascinating work as a pioneer aviator. Roger turned this into an educational event
in which Hiram shared his recollections with the community.
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How might you turn this idea of an educational event based on Hiram’s life experiences into a
virtual activity for your community?

Emotional Memory Mining
Research has shown that emotional memory lasts longer than factual memory. People who are
experiencing profound memory loss may not recognize a picture of themselves or loved ones,
but that doesn’t mean these tokens of the past have lost their value and meaning. You need to
your focus from mining for factual information to an exploration of emotional memories
To do your emotional memory mining, focus on the present, not the past. Ask questions that
explore current impressions, thoughts, and feelings. You can use pictures from the person’s past
but avoid questions like “Who are these people?” “What are they doing.” “When was this taken.”
Instead, focus on what the photo reveals in the here and now. “What do you see in this picture?
What is happening?” “Who do you think these people might be?” “What kind of clothes are they
wearing?” Feel free to identify the people in the picture if that is helpful. “This is you and your
wife Mary on a picnic. How does it look like you were feeling on that day?” “Where do you
imagine this picnic might be taking place?” “If you were on a picnic with your wife today, what
would you say to her?”
Chances are that the emotional memories that arise serve as a portal into other kinds of
memories.

Booster Shots
The good feelings and comradery engendered by a well-designed CAD can last beyond the day
of the event but eventually, the afterglow will begin to fade. Unless you do something to fan the
flames. Often, the positive glow of a powerful activity can be reinvigorated with a simple
“booster-shot” activity.
The connection to the Little League, for example, enabled Hiram and others to get repeated
booster shots that rekindled their love for the sport and the positive emotions associated with it.
MINDRAMP often follows a six-week brain health class with a single, hour-long check-in
session a month or so after the class. The purpose is to keep the topic of the class alive and active
and to see how well people are managing to stick with their brain health plans. The simple
anticipation of needing to report on progress encourages people to keep going. And, the booster
shot sessions are a chance to share challenges and provide suggestions for overcoming obstacles.
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Activity: A Memorable Salute
Podcast #18: Art Kempf, A Memorable Salute
Roger describes an activity he designed for Art Kempf that had ripple effects that extended
farther than Roger anticipated.
“Art Kempf was a tall, distinguished gentleman who was challenged by cognitive decline. With
increasing assistance from his wife Vivian, he attended activities but too often stayed on the
periphery. Art and Vivian met years earlier when their families were members of the Trinity
Covenant Church in Salem. Both Art and Vivian had outlived their spouses.
Their families and their church community celebrated their marriage as an ideal match. Vivian
soon becoming Art’s navigator; his quiet caregiver. As Art’s memory challenges progressed,
Vivian’s resolve to include her new husband in every possible activity increased. They both
became regular attendees at the MemAerobics sessions. While Vivian participated fully, Art
calmly tracked the mental action. He clearly enjoyed every minute, but seldom spoke.
Art enjoyed singing, delighted in reading to children at the nearby elementary school, and was
noticed tapping his foot to any live music. He loved to gallantly hold a door while one of the
ladies melted and repeated “Thank you, Art. That’s so nice of you.”
Vivian always beamed when Art came fully to life. Fit and well over six feet tall with white hair
and a ready smile, Art stood and walked with a forward bend. He might have been mislabeled as
shy if not for his occasional gush of enthusiasm. As Art’s challenges became more apparent, and
he became more withdrawn and isolated, I looked for the right emotional “Jump Start.”
I noticed during an EarAreobics session (cognitive exercises that focus on sound) that Art loved
to sing and that he was especially energized when singing along with or listening to Big Band
music. I also learned from Vivian that Art could still get into his WW II Navy uniform and was
quite proud of his fitness and of his service to the navy. These insights about Art’s passions for
Big Band music and its memory links to WWII were the clues I needed to craft a Memory
Mining Jump Start for Art.
I trace my understanding of the power of the Big Band sound directly to my father, Fritz
Anunsen, who regularly surrendered his brain to a trance-like state whenever someone joined
him in a session with his 78 R.P.M. collection. He absolutely loved to tell of the times when he
heard the famous Big Bands perform live, both during the war and when they toured through
Oregon. Dad would explain to me (and anyone else who would listen) that even though the
music the kids were listening to was “interesting,” it was nothing, he stressed, compared to
listening to his Big Band music performed in person, on stage, “right in front of you.”
He added that the high point of any real Big Band concert is the salute to our military. He
explained that these concerts always opened the second half of the performance with a medley of
the songs about the four service branches.
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Attending outdoor concerts each summer was an important activity in the ALF where I worked.
As chance would have it, after learning about Art’s love for the big band sound, an outdoor
concert featuring the original Glenn Miller Orchestra was scheduled at the nearby Oregon
Gardens. I seized the opportunity to arrange an outing and started brainstorming for ways to
enrich the experience for Art with his wife, Vivian. Here’s what we came up with.
On the day of the concert Vivian secretly stored Art’s uniform on the community’s bus, the
“Clipper.” The group arrived well in advance of the sunset performance in order to get everyone
wheeled and walkered from “The Clipper” to the flat grassy area I had reserved at the top of the
sloping natural amphitheater that faced to the west and the sunset.
The first half of the performance was exciting, with sounds from the stage putting everyone “In
the Mood” as the sun warmed our faces. Then at the intermission, Vivian and Roger went into
action, walking with Art to the bus. We climbed aboard and after some small talk around how
good the music had been, Vivian opened the cardboard box revealing Art’s Navy uniform. Art’s
eyes widened as he broke into a huge grin. I asked Art if he would like to wear his uniform back
to the concert for the band’s traditional “Salute to the Armed Forces” that always kicks off the
second half of their second concerts.
He did! I waited outside as Vivian helped Art change.
Walking side-by-side-by-side back to our seats, I realized that I was definitely a third wheel. I
slowed a bit and fell back a few paces to get a full grasp what was happening. I realized that Art
was no longer hunched over. His eyes confidently fixed ahead, Art was carefully and proudly
marching in a parade-like attention in his dark navy uniform with those classic bell-bottoms.
Vivian smiled as she walked at his side holding his hand. The crowd ahead of the couple turned
toward them and stepping back as Art passed. Many offered a handshake and a salute. Once
back to our group, Art stood waiting for the music to start.
As the sun’s final rays above the stage climbed up the amphitheater audience, the crowd settled
down for the heart of the concert. As the first note of the Armed Forces songs began, I looked to
my left and noticed that Art was now standing at full attention. “Off we go into the Wild Blue
Yonder” was Art’s cue to stiffen his pose even further and raise his right hand to the brim of his
white sailor’s hat.
I gulped when those in the row immediately in front of Art looked back at him, nudging their
neighbors to look as well. The row in front of that row began the same cycle and so on down the
hill. We were witnessing a slow, graceful human wave flow toward the orchestra, toward the
music. The crowd was enthralled by the vision of this lone, ageless sailor standing at attention in
the setting sunlight, locked in a salute to the country he loved so much.
“Into the Wild Blue Yonder”, “The Halls of Montezuma”, “The Caissons Go Rolling Along”…
each song change generated throat lumps.
Row after row looked up the hill, away from the music and toward Art. As the concluding song
“Anchors Away” ended, a wave of emotion crested and flowed from the audience towards Art
Kempf and the stage. Many in the audience stood and turned their applause toward Art. Some
saluted. Art held firm in his salute and proudly acknowledged the response from the crowd,
which included more than a few tears along with the salutes and applause.
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The rest of that evening was an emotional skyrocket for Art. Art’s emotional energy and his
vigor for life was recharged for months. He joined more than one singing group and attended
several other events in his uniform.
This Memory Mining expedition continued to hit pay dirt when a “Booster Jump Start” occurred
later that same fall at the Oregon Veteran’s Day Parade in Albany Oregon, the largest such
parade west of the Mississippi. Art proudly stood on the wheelchair ramp in the pouring rain and
saluted every flag. The Grand Marshal, a decorated Navy Officer, stopped the parade to meet
and talk with the sailor in uniform and a Eugene, Oregon TV station taped an emotional
interview that aired that night and throughout the next day. Art’s vitality following that “Jump
Start” never subsided.
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Combinatorial Approaches
One final element of a successful CAD needs to be mentioned and it is an important one.
Whenever possible, your activity designs, and your overall cognitive wellness strategies, should
be “combinatorial.”
MINDRAMP focuses its brain health activities around the eight CogWheels of Brain Health.
These are eight behavioral areas that have been shown, if done right, to lower the risk factors
associated with cognitive decline and dementia. Further, the CogWheels, if used in the right way,
can actually enhance brain health and expand mental capacity.
Each CogWheel has an impact, but their full power is expressed when they are performed in
concert with each other. It is often the interaction between multiple protective factors that
produces the positive change we are looking for. Each CogWheel has a synergistic relationship
with the others. They amplify the benefit when done together.
Mental Stimulation is important by itself. Physical exercise is important by itself. But there is
compelling evidence that learning when combined with physical exercise is particularly
powerful. Physical exercise stimulates neurogenesis, the production of new brain cells. But new
brain cells die unless they are put to work, which is the role of education. Learning and memory
make use of baby brain cells and ensure their survival. Exercise coupled with mental stimulation
builds bigger and better brains.
So, strive to design activities that combine as many of the CogWheels as possible.
MINDRAMP has been stressing the importance of the combinatorial approach for years. Recent
studies have verified the effectiveness of the combinatorial approach. Miia Kivipelto, of the
prestigious Karolinska Institute in Sweden, announced the results of a major randomized
controlled study at the 2014 Alzheimer’s Association International Conference. The study
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involved over a thousand adults who were at risk for cognitive impairment and Alzheimer’s
Disease. It clearly showed that the combined effect of “physical activity, nutritional guidance,
cognitive training, social activities and management of heart health risk factors “ enabled the
intervention group to perform significantly better than the control group.”
The study was the first randomized controlled study that used a combinatorial approach and in
the words of Kivipelto, demonstrated that such an approach “can reduce the risk of cognitive
impairment” in older, at-risk individuals.
When it comes to brain health, the whole is greater than the sum of the parts. Each CogWheel
intervention contributes to the overall benefit. If we address just one risk factor while ignoring
others, we may not see significant improvement. The impact of a single factor may be too limited
to have an effect. It appears to take the combined impact of multiple factors to initiate a cascade
of positive changes that ultimately leads to improved health outcomes.
The body and brain work together in a holistic and integrated manner and consequently, health
interventions are often effective only when they influence body and mind in a holistic way.
It is the same principle behind the advice to get your vitamins from real food rather than from
vitamin supplements. It is often the combination and unique interactions of myriad vitamins
that gives an apple its health-producing qualities. It would take an extremely talented chemist to
create a pill that reproduced the unique mix of elements that Mother Nature developed through
years of co-evolution with apple-eating human beings.
We have yet to find research that tests the impact of using all eight of MINDRAMP’s
CogWheels. Our intuition – which has been proven right so far – is that the effectiveness of
interventions is amplified with the addition of each CogWheel. In other words, an activity that
exercise six of the CogWheels is going to be more effective at staving off cognitive decline than
is an activity that engages only three of the CogWheels.
So, the bottom line is that you should strive to design activities that include as many of the
Cogwheels of Brain Health as possible in a “combinatorial” manner.
The Salute to A Sailor activity engaged, by my count, five of the eight the Cogwheels?
Physical Exercise – Art and his fellow ALF residents got physical exercise by attending the
outdoor concert. Art stood at attention, his posture straight, not stooped, for the duration of the
military medley.
Mental Stimulation – Appreciation of music is a complex cognitive function. The salute to the
military triggered emotional responses and memories of that critical time in people’s lives.
Social Engagement – The trip out of the ALF and participation at the concert and the Veteran’s
Day parade brought the residents into contact with many other people who came together for a
shared event. Art’s salute touched people and forged connections between a range of disparate
groups, creating a broad, ad hoc social network.
Stress Management – Listening to music is a great way to get centered and, for a time, forget
about aches and pains. While the music holds our minds in thrall, regrets about the past and
anxieties about the future dissolve and become insignificant.
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Environmental Factors – The trip to the concert venue and attendance at the Veteran’s Day
Parade, got residents out of their normal environment (the Assisted Living Facility), and into
different kinds of enriched environments (the outdoor concert venue and the parade down the
main street of Albany, Oregon. Both venues were filled with a variety of sights, sounds and
smells to energize and engage the mind.
It hard to say whether the Salute activity made use of Diet & Nutrition, Sleep and Medical
Conditions. I’ll wager, however, that Art’s physical and emotional wellbeing got a boost from
the activity. And, perhaps he slept better as he dreamt about past military glories.

THE END
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